STUBE Hessen cooperates with:

- international students from Africa, Asia and Latin-America,

- institutions of higher education in Hessen, development organisations of churches and other non-governmental organisations as well as other institutions working with international students,

- student associations of the Protestant and Catholic Church in Germany (ESG and KHG),

- companies, trade unions and their associates.

Contact:

STUBE Hessen
World University Service (WUS)
Deutsches Komitee e.V.
Goebenstraße 35
65195 Wiesbaden
Tel: 0611-9446171
Fax: 0611-446489
E-Mail: stube@wusgermany.de
www.wusgermany.de/de/auslaenderstudium/stube-hessen

www.facebook.com/STUBE.Hessen
www.hessische-hochschulen-nordsued.de

Responsible for the programme:

Eileen Paßlack
stube-ref@wusgermany.de

Sylvia Zwick
stube@wusgermany.de

The programme is financed by the Hessen State Ministry of Higher Education, Research and the Arts (HMWK), and by Bread for the World – Protestant Development Service.

The student associations and services, the International Offices and the AStA at your city of residence in Hessen provide further information and application forms.
Welcome to Hessen, welcome to STUBE!

Are you a student from Africa, Asia or Latin-America studying at an institution of higher education in Hessen? Do you want to meet other international students? Do you want to acquire skills?

Welcome to STUBE, the development education programme of Hessen!

We offer development-oriented extra-curricular activities accompanying your regular studies. The programme deals with globally important and development-oriented issues, gives practical advice and is open and free of charge for students of all subjects from Africa, Asia and Latin-America.

No matter if you’re currently enrolled in the „Studienkolleg“, already a regular student or working on your final thesis: with STUBE you can acquire skills, meet new people and get to know different cities in Hessen.

What we offer in detail:

Seminars, academies and workshops

Each year, we offer seminars, academies and workshops in different cities in Hessen. You can contribute topics to our programme by participating in our annual planning day. You can be a participant or a co-moderator at our events or pass on your knowledge by giving a lecture at one of these events.

Support for your own events

Are you a member of a student organisation, an NGO or active on your own and would like to organise an event at your university or in your city? STUBE Hessen can help you with the organisation and implementation of events and with choosing experts. In special cases, we can also co-finance your programme.

Financial support for a development and career-oriented internship or research in your home country (bPSA)

Are you planning an internship or a research stay in your home country? STUBE Hessen promotes work experience schemes for professional training (internships) and research stays for your final thesis in Africa, Asia and Latin America. The aim is to refresh former contacts or make new ones in the home country as well as to gain experiences in your future field of work. This programme can be an important means of preparation for your return after studying in Germany. Once a year we offer a seminar to prepare and plan such a stay.

The website „Hessen institutions for higher education in the North-South Context”

This website offers a broad variety of information on development politics related activities and also provides a calendar of events. It aims at giving an overview of the worldwide cooperation of institutions of higher education, of science and also of non-governmental and private institutions from Hessen. It is a research tool for development-oriented issues and for getting in contact with stakeholders in the field of development. This expertise can be used for scientific work and for your studies in general.

More information:
www.hessische-hochschulen-nordsued.de

www.wusgermany.de